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SPECIAL NOriCE 

With the completion of volume 8 (two more issues) Look-See will go on its second 
annual Summer recess. We will thereafter resume publication on or about September 
7th. Please continue sending those reports in as a summa�y of the lay-August 
sightings will be published in the Fall. 

OBJECT OVER DETROIT 
Detroit, Michigan - larch 10, 1963 - (LS) -On March lOth several persons were 
driving west on the Detroit expressway, when they noticed a cigar-shaped UFO 
approaching them from the North. They estimated its minimum altitude to be about 
300-400 feet. They followed the object along the expressway for several minutes. 
The incident occured at 6:00 P.M. (SOURCE: Earl Jo Neff via Ricky Hilberg). 

USCO-ROAP -HRS MERGE 

March 18, 1963 - Atlanta, Georgia - (LS) - The United Saucer Council of Ohio, The 
Research Organization of Aerial Pheno•ena, and the Hawk Research Society have merged 
in what amounts to the largest merger in the history of �logyo The new group 
will be the third largest UFO group in existenceo The name of this new group will 
be the United Research Council of UFOlogyo The USCO-ROAP-HRS names will be main
tained as divisional names. The official publication of the URCU will be the UFO 
Sighter-Reporter, with the format of the UFO Sighter, now in its fourth year of 
publication. (SOURCE: ROAP). 

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 

News hint: Be on the lookout for a new newsstand UFO publication. It will appear 
on the market within two months. 

The following appointments have been made to the UUA NARL division. 

PUBLICITY COMMITTEE: Dale Rettig, Chairman 
COURT COMMITTEE: Terry Roark - Alan Katz (temp.), delegates 

The above were appointed by Alan Katz, of NARL. 

4lt Send those reports to Look-See, c/o ROAP, 2875 Sequoyah Drive, Atlanta 5, Georgia. 

STRANGE LIGm'S AND BLASTS lli RIVERDALE � NEW JFBSEY 

Mysterious explosions and multi-colored lights have been seen in the Riverdale 
sky recently. The Borough Council is particularly interested in the unexplained 
blasts, tremors, or explosions. They have been reported by residents for the past 
three weeks. No damage has been reported yet. 

Shock recording machines are presently being set up to determine factors about the 
tremors. This was recommended by the Mayor, because all except one insignificant 
company haven't blasted in the questioned time. 

For several nights residents have been calling police reporting seeing strange 
moving lights in the sky. However, the many different viewers differ on what 
they say they see. Some say the lights are red, some blue, some orange, and 
others multi-colored. (FSRO) 


